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ABSTRACT

Instructors evaluated the quality of their own teaching and were evaluated by

their students in each of 331 different courses. Student evaluations of teaching

correlated with instructor self evaluations in courses taught by teaching

assistants (r=.46), in undergraduate courses taught by faculty (r=.41), and even

in graduate level courses (r=.39), demonstrating their validity at all levels

of university teaching. Both student and instructor ratings were reliable, and

separate factor analyses indicated that the same nine evaluation factors (learning/

value, organization, enthusiasm, etc.) underlay both sets of ratings. Furthermore',

student-instructor agreement on each factor was independent of its agreement on

other factors. While correlations between student and instructor ratings

on the same factors were high (median r=.45) correlations between their ratings

on different factors was low (median r=.00). This argues for the distinctiveness

of the different factors and for the use of multifactor evalua*don instruments

that have been developed with the use of factor analytic techniques. These findings

establish the validity of student evaluations at all levels of university teaching,

suggest the possible usefulness of instructor self evaluations, and will help

reassure faculty about the accuracy of the student ratings.
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4

Validity of Students' Evaluations of Teaching: A Comparison
with Instructor Self Evaluations by Teaching Assistants,

Undergraduate Faculty and Graduate Faculty

Common criticisms of students' evaluations are that they are biased by

variables unrelated to teaching effectiveness and that they lack validity.

However, researchers have reported considerable empirical evidence indicating

that most background variables, including cless size, reason for taking the

course, workload, and grade point average, Nre not substantially related to

student ratings (Marsh, 1978; Marsh, Overall & Thomas, 1976; McKeachie, 1973;

Remmers, 1963). In addition to this apparent lack of bias, student ratings have

been validated against a variety of differert criteria. The most common

criterion has been performance on a standardized examination; when different

sections of the same courses are taught by different instructors, the sections

that do best on the standardized examinavion given to all sections are also the

ones who evaluate their instructors more favorably (Centra, 1977; Cohen &

Berger, 1970; Frey, 1973; Marsh, Fleiner & Thomas, 1975, Overall and Marsh,

1978). Other researchers have successfully validated student ratings against

the ratings of former students (Centra, 1973; Marsh, 1978; Marsh & Overall, 1979).

Validity research such as that described above has generally been limited

to a specialized setting or has employed criteria that are unlikely to

convince skeptics. Thus, faculty will continue to question the usefulness

of student ratings until validity criteria applicable across a wide range of

classes is utilized. A criterion that meets this requirement--instructor

slef evaluations of their own teaching--should also be acceptable to most

faculty and administrators. Instructors can be evaluated and evaluate their

own teaching in any instructional context, even graduate level coureses and

courses taught by teaching assistants. Furthermore, instructors can be asked

to evaluate their own teaching along the same dimensions employed in the student

rating form, thereby testing the specific validity of the different rating factors.

In spite of the apparent appeal of instructor self evaluations as a

criterion for validating student ratings, relatively few studies have

considered it. Centra (1973) found correlations of about .20 between faculty

self evaluations and student ratings, but both sets of ratings were collected



INSTRUCTOR SELF ElikLUtiTI0NS 2atimidtbrm as part of a lar7er prolect that examined tha Lmpact of feedback from
micktorm evaluations. Blackburn and Clark also reported correlations of
about .20, but thPy only asked faculty to rate their teaching in a general sense
rather thin to rate their teaching in the specific class being evaluated by
studenta. In contrast, higher correlations have been reported in three other
investigations. Doyle and Crichton(1970 found a median correlation of 47
between the self ratings of teaching assistants in 10 sections of a

multisection course and the corresponding student ratings. Webb and Nolan(1955)
reported a correlation of .62 in a military setting in which instructors were
not professional teachers. Marsh, Overall, and Kesler(1979) asked regular
faculty teaching undergraduate courses to evaluate themselves on the same
form that was usel by their stulents. Mean differences between faculty and
student ratings were small, and separate factor analyses revealed that the
same set of evaluation factors underlay both sets of ratings. The median
correlation between self-ratings and student ratings was .49.

ThP Marsh, Overall and Kesler(1979) study served as a basis for the
oreaent one. This study, although a replication of the earlier
research, differs in several important aspects. First, the evaluation

instrument was expanded to include several new evaluation factors. Second,
the sample size vas increased to include 331 courses. Third, courses taught
by teaching assistants and graduate level courses were included as well as
undergraduate courses taught by faculty.

The prespnt study has two purposes. First, it investigates the validity
of student ratings for three instructional subgroups: courses taught by teaching
assistants, undergraduate courses taught by regular faculty, and graduate level
courses. Previous research has not considered the validity of the ratings
in graduate level courses. Second, as a consequence of the large number of
coursesa total (f 331--this study permits a detailed application of the

multitrait-multimethod procedure to test for both convergent and divergent
validity. Convergent validity, which is typically considered, is based

upon the correlation between student and faculty ratings on the same evaluation
factor. gowever, even if general convergence is demonstrated, this does not
argue for the usefulness of the many different evaluation factors often



INSTRUCTOR SELF EVALUATTORS 3employed. Some users of student evaluations --faculty, administrators, and
researchersexplicitly or implicitly assume that most of the useful information
is contained in a single overall rating item or in a simple average across a
number of specific items. This ignores the divergent or discriminant validity
of the ratings. On the other hand, the demonstration that student-instructor
agreement on any one dimension is independent of agreeaent on other dimesnions
would demonstrate the utility of the distinct factors and argue for the
Iwo of factor analytic techniques in the development of evaluation instrueonts.

METHOEOLOGY

During the academic year 1977-78 student evaluations were collected in

virtually all courses offered in the Division of Social Sciences at the
qniversity of Southern California. Evaluations were administered shortly
before the end of the term, generally by a designated student in the class
or by staff person. Students were told that the evaluations would provide

4 feedback to instruztors and would be considered as part of personnel
decisons. The surveys ware completed by an average of 76% of the students
enrolled in each class.

The evaluation instrument (See Appendix I) consisted of 35 evaluation
items adapted from Hildebrand, Wilson & Dienst(1971) and Marsh, Overall & Thomas
(1976). The median reliability of indvidual evaluation itemsintraclass
correlation coefficients based upon sets of responses from 25 students per
classdas .88(See Appendix II). A factor analysis (Sea Appendix III) of the
student ratings of all undergraduate courses taught by regulaL faculty revealed
nine separate evaluation factors. The reliability of the factors, coefficient
alphas, varied from .88 to .97 (See Appendix II).

Instructor self evaluation surveys were sent to all teachers who had been
evaluated by students in at least two different courses during the same term.
Instuctors were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of their own teaching in
'ooth ccrurses. These surveys were completed after the end of the term, but
.hefore summaries of the student evaluations were returned. While participation
vas voluntary, a cover letter from the Dean of the Division strongly encouraged

cooperation and guaranteed the anonymity of each teacher's response.
Instructors evaluated both courses with a set of items identical to those used
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by students, except that items were worded in the first person. They

were specifically instructed to rate their own teaching effectiveness and not to

report how students would rate them. A total of 181 (78%) surveys were

returned. Since farJulty had been requested to rate the effectiveness of their

teaching in both classes they taught, self ratings for a total of 331

courses were completedratings of 183 undergraduate courses taught by faculty,

45 graduate level courses, and 103 courses taught by teaching assistants.

Eleven evaluation scores--factor scores representing the nine evaluation

factors and overall ratings of the teacher and the course ware used to summarize

the student ratings and the instructor self ratings. Evaluation factor

scores were weighted averages of standardized responses to each evaluation item.

The weiqhts, fa:tor Exore coefficients, were derived from the factor analysis

described in Appendix III.

In addition to actual evaluation of their own teaching, faculty were

asked to express their agreement or disagreement with statements about

student evaluations and other methods of evaluating the effectiveness of their

'teaching. Faculty also rated themselves and the course they taught on selected

background variables that have been suggested as potential biases to the student

ratings (e.g., their "grading leniency", their "popularity with students",

their perceptions of their students' sublect interest before the start of the

course, etc.) . Attitudes and variables faculty felt were likeli to bias

the student ratings are presented in Appendix VI; the relationship

between both student and faculty ratings and potentially biasing variables

are presented in Appendix VII.

RESULTS

Faculty Attitudes Toward Student Ratings.

As part of the study, faculty were asked to express their agreement or

disagreement with statements concerning student ratings, potential biases in

student ratings, and other possible methods of evaluating the quality of their

teaching(See Table 1). A malority(59%) of the faculty indicated that some

measure of teaching quality should be given more emphasis in promotional

7



TWITRUCTOR SELF EVALUATIONS 5

decisions. Faculty clearly agreed that student ratings were useful to the
faculty themselves as feedback, and a majority even agreed that they should
be made publicly available for students to use in course selectian. However,
they were more skeptical about the accuracy of the student ratings.

Furthermore, faault were even more critical about using classroom visitation
by peers or faculty self evaluations in promotional decisions, though they were
somewhat more favoreble towards the use of colleague examination of course

outlines, reading lists, c2,assroom examinations, etc.

insert Table 1 About Here

Faculty were also asked to indicate the items in a list of "potential
biases" that they believed would actually cause a substantial bias. The most
frequently mentioned were: Course Difficulty (72%), Grading Leniency--lots of

A's" (68%), Instructor Popularity (63%), and Student Interest in Subject Before
Taking :course (62%). It was interesting to note, however, that faculty self
evaluations of their own teaching and student evalutions of the faculty were:
1) both positively related to workload/Difficulty (harder courses were evaluated
more favorably by both), 2) both positively related to faculty self ratings of

.

their uponularity with students's, 3) both positively relate to student

prior subject interest, and 4) both uncorrelated with faculty self ratings of
their "grading leniency". These findings suggest that three of plese variables
--workload, prior subje:t interest, and instructor popularityare variables
actually related to quality of teaching, since each shows similar

relationships to two different measures of teaching quality. The fourth

variable, grading leniency, is apparently unrelated to either quality of

teaching or student ratings of quality of teaching.

A ,Ailemma clearly exists. Faculty are concerned about teaching

effectiveness, even to the extent of wanting it to play a more important
' role in their mil promotions. However, many expressed loubts about any

of the possible measures of teacing effectiveness that were suggested-

including student evaluations. In particular, faculty suggested a number

of sources of potential bias in the student ratings, even though each of
these patential biases showed similar relationships to student and faculty

8



INSTRUCTOR SELF EVALUATT0NS 6

ratings of teaching effectivenss. Before the potential usefulness of student
ratings can be realized, faculty and administrators have to be canviaced
that student ratings are valid and relatively free of bias.

Factor Analysis

Separate factor analyses were performed on student and instructor self
ratings of the 15 evaluation items (See Table 2), to determiae if the evaluatio
factors underlying student evaluations were similar to those representing
instructor self evaluations. Both confirmed the nine evaluation

factors that had previously been identified. Each item, for both
student and instructor ratings, loaded highest on the factor it was
designed to measure. Loadings for items defining each factor were generally
at least .40 ani usually exceeded .50. All other loadings were less
than .30 and were usually less than .20. The similarity in the two factor
patterns implies that similar dimensions underlie both student and instructor
ratings of effective teaching. The results of both factor analyses were also
quite similar to results of a previous factor analysis performed on the
student ratings of all undergraduate courses taught by faculty (See Appendix
IT) -- including those considered in this study.

Insert Table 2 About Here

Several analytic techniques are available for the comparison of differen'
factor analyses, but none have been thoroughly developel(Levine, 1977).

Target analysis, the rotation of one structure to fit the structure of another,
is better suited to matching one empirical structure to a second theoretical
structure. Furthermore, it forces data--vhile capitalizing on chance--to fit
the proposed model, or as suggested by Hurley and Cattell (1962), the
procedure "lends itself to the brutal feat of making alaost any data fit
almost any hypothesis." An alternative procedure developed by Cattell and

. 13agqaley(1960), the salient variable similarity index, zlassifies loadings into
those that are higher than an arbitrarilly defined substantial loading and
those that are not. This procedure ignores much of the information in the
loadings by converting them into dichotomies. Thus, at least in this appli-
cation, careful selection of the "substantial" cutoff would result in "perfect"
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Ma for all factor patterns. Levine(1977), amoug other procedures, suggests
simply correlating the the factor loadings. In the present applination, each
factor pattern (See Table 2) had 315 factor loadings; each of 35 items had
loadings on each of the nine factors. Factor loadings for the factor analysis
of instructor self ratinis correlated r = .90 with both the loadings from the
fictor analysis of student ratings in this study and the previous analysis of
student raings in all undergraduate courses taught by faculty; loadings from
the two factor analyses of student ratings correlated .95 with each other.
These results also confirm the similarity of the factor patterns resulting
from student and instructor ratings.

Clnvergent and Divergent validity

Campbell and Fiske (1959) advocate the assessment of validity by
determining measures of more than one trait, each of which is assessed bit

more thin one method. Tn the present application, the multiple traits are
the nine 2viluation factors, while the multiple methods refer to the two
distinct groups of ratersstudents rating their instructor and the instructors
rating themselves. Convergent validity, that which is most typically
determined, is the correlation between the same evaluation factors rated by
two different groups. Discriminant validity refers to the distinctiveness
of each of the evaluation factors. Two different aspects of diicriminant
validity are particularly relevant to the present application. The first

examines whether or not student-instructor agreement on each factor is

independent of agreement on other factors. For example, if a single

",generalized rating factoru underlies both student and instructor
ratings, then agreement on any particular factor might be a function of

agreement on the generalized factor and not have anything to do with the
specific content of the factor being considered. As a consequence, while
correlations between stuient anl instructor ratings on the same factors would
be high, so would the correlations between their ratings on different factors.
The seconi aspect of discriminant validity considers the possibility that the
relationship between different factors as rated by the same group of raters is
due to the method of data collection rather than utrue" relationships between
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the underlying dimensions being considered. The most likely source of this
method variance in the present application would be a halo affec:E.

Convergent and discriminant validity across all :oursas was determined
by examining the correlatioa matrices in Table 3. The correlations between

different evaluation factors as assessed by the same group of raters are
contained in the two triangular matrices--intercorrelations among instructor
self evtluaticm factors (upper left) and student evaluation factors (lower
right). The diagonals of these triangular matrices contain the reliabilities
of the factors--ceefficient alphas--for each group of raters. The square
matrix (lower left) conttins the correlations between student evaluation
factors and instructor self evaluation factors. The diagonal of the square
matrix (the convergent validity coefficients) contains correlations between
the same evaluation factors as assessed by the two different groups. Siace
there is unreliability in both the student ratings (median reliability = .94)
and particularly the instructor self evaluations (median reliability = .82),
the convergent valility coefficients have been corrected for unreliability.
The set of matrices in Table 3, referred to as a multitrait-multimethod matrix,
was based upon the combined data of all three sets of classes--those taught at
the graduate and at the undergraduate levels by regular faculty and those
taught by teaching assistants. Multitrait-multimethod matrices were also
centructed separately for each of the three sets of classes (See Appendix IV).

Insert Table 3 About Here

Convergent validity requires that the diagonal vtlues of the sguare
matrix be substantially higher than zero. Inspection of Table 3 indicates
that this was the case for all evaluation factors. Validity coefficients
varied between .17 and .69 (median r=.) and all were statistically different
from zero. These finding demonstrate good support for the convergent validity
of teacher evaluations. Convergent validity Was also determined separately
for each of the three sets of courses (See Appendix IV and Table 4). The median

11



INSTRUCTOR SELF EVALUATTUNS 9

convergent validity coefficient was .41 for facalty-taught undergraduate
courses, .39 for faculty-taught graduate courses, and .46 for undergraduate
level =Uses taught by teaching assistants. Only four of these 27
validity coefficientsthree of the nine validity coefi:ients for graduate
level courses and OUP of nine for courses taught by teauhing assistants-
failed to reach statistical significance. However this--as compared
to the combined data it which all validity coefficients were significantwbs
a function of the reclucal sample size rathec than lower validity coefficents;
every validity coefficient in each of the sets of classes would have been
statistically significant if based on the sane number of cases as in the
coabinei late.

Insert Table 4 About Here

Divergent validity is harder to assess, and Campbell and Fisk(1959)
offer only general guidelines. The minimal condition is that all corralations
between different factors rated by the same group (off-diagonal correlations in
the trianiulac matrices) nust ba substantially lower than the reliabilities
of these factors. This tests whether the different evaluation factors as
ludged by the same group of raters are distinctive. This condition was clearly
met for instructor self evaluations, and even the moderate intercorrelations
aaOng the udent ratings (median r=.33) were much lower than the reliabilities
of these Eactors (median r = .94). These same general conclusions hold when
matrices far each of the three groups of courses were consilered separately
(See Appendix IV).

Campbell and Fisk(1959) stated that "various statistical treatments fat
multitrait-multimethod matrices might be developed, but we feel that such
summary statistics are neither necessary nor appropriate at this U.me."
Instead, they suggest three general guidelines that have more intuitive appeal
than quantitative rigor. While other researchers have attempted to develop
more rigorous procedures, they have been only partially successful (See kiwin,
1973) and most applications of the multitrait-multimethod procedure still rely
on the orqinal guidelines proposed by Campbell and Fisk(1959).

12
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The first of their guidelines is that each convergent validity
coefficient (diagonals of the square matrix in Table 3) should be lower than th
any otheL cu:relatton in the same row or column of the square matrix. This
test requires that each of the nine convergent validity coefficients be higher
than any of the 16 corr:Uations in the same row or column of the square matrix.
For example, the validiLy coefficent for Instructor Euthusiasm was 54 (.48 if
not corrected for unreliability). This was higher than any of the eight
correlations between student ratings of Enthusiasm and the eight other
instructor self-rating factors, and was also higher than any of the eight
correlations between instructor self-ratings of Enthusiasm and the eight
other student rating factors. With one minor exception--the Examinations
Irading factor failed the test in one of 16 comparisons--this guideline
was,met in all cases. Inspection of the separate mutitrait-multimethod
matrices constructed for each .of the three sets of courses also indicates
that this test was met with few exceptions. The only evaluation factor.that
did not consistently demonstrate divergent validity was Examinations/Grading;
it consistently passed this test for only graduate level courses taught
by faculty.

Their se:on guileline requires that each convergeni validity
coefficient be higher than correlations between that factor and
any other factor assessed by the same group of raters. For example,
the validity coefficient for Enthusiasm (r = .54) was higher than

any correlation between student ratings of Enthusiasm and any other student
rating, and was higher than the correlation between instructor ratings of
Enthusiasm and any other instructor rating. This guideline is the most
stringent, and has several problems when applied to this particular setting.
Its application implicitly assumes that the different factors are truly
uncorrelatei--anassumption that seers unwarranted in this case.
Thorndike (192)) suggests, for example, that there should be little or
no true correl4tion between a teacher's intelligence and the quality of his
voice, ani the obtained correlation of .63 between ratings of these attributes
clearly suggests a halo effect. It is not so clear that an instructoL's
enthusiasm in teaching a :ourse should be unrelated to student learning in

1 3
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the course. Trying to separate halo effect from true relationships among

the underlying disensions was further complicated by the fact that

the reliability of the student ratings was consistently higher than the

reliability of the instructor self ratings. The higher celiabilities of the

stuient ratings was a function of the fact that each student rating was the mea

response from different students, while each faculty self rating was based

upon the response of only one individual (See Doyle & Crichton, 1978 and

Marsh 5 Overall, 1979). Nevertheless, if true relationships did exist

between the different rating dimensions, then--as a consequence of the

higher reliabilities alone--correlations among the student ratings would

be higher than among instructor self ratings.

Convergent validity coefficients were higher than correlations among

instructor self evaluations, even when corrected for unreliability, for all

but one factor--Examinations/Gradi. However, this second guideline was enly

partially satisfied when validity coefficients were compared to correlations

among student rating factors; 23 of 72 comparisons (eight comparisons for each

of the nine factors) failed this test and most of these were for comparisons

involving the Examinations/Srading and Organization factors. In general, these

conclusions hold when this test is applied separately to each of the three

sets of classes; failures of this test iere more common in comparisons betweem

validity coefficients and student ratings than in comparisons involving

instructor self evaluations. Failures for instructor self ratings were

most frequent with the Examination/Grading factor; failures for student

ratings were most common with the Examination/Grading and Organization

factors.

Their third and final guideline is that the pattern of intercorrelations

amoug different factors should be similar in both the triangular and square

matrices. For example, there were four correlations between the factors of

Enthusiasm and Learning; the correlations between instructor self evaluations co'

Enthusiasm ind Learning (.29--upper left triangular matrix), student ratings of

Enthusiasm and instructor ratings of Learning(.21--belov the diagonal of the

square matrix) , instructor ratings of Enthusiasm and student ratings of Learnim

(.10--above the diagonal of the square matrix), and student ratings of Enthus-

iasm and Learning(.45--lower right triangular matrix). Inspection of Table 3

4



INSTRUCTOR ;ELF EVALUATIUNS 12
reveals that these four correlations were among the highest in each of the
respective sets of correlations. For the nine factors there are 36 possible
pairs of different factors, and the relationship between ratings of each af

these 36 pairs is represented by four correlations (e.g., the four correlations
between Enthusiasm and Learning described above). To test the similarity of tt
pattern of correlations among the different factors, the 36 correlations among
the instructor self ratings were correlated with the corresponding 36

correlations among student ratings. The pattern was quite similar (r = .43,
p< .01), Implying that some of the covariation among factors represents a

true relationship among the underlying dimensions rather than a simple halo
effect.

An alternative approach, based upon multiple regression was also osed
to explore the multitrait-multimethod matrices. In the first stage, multiple
regression was used to predict each instructor rating using the entire set of
nine student ratings, and to predict each student rating with the entire set of
nine instructor rating factors. For each of these 18.regressions, two aspects
were of particular interest: 1) how much variance beyond tLat explained by the
matching variable alone could be accounted for by the entire set of nine
variables, and 2) how much of the variance explained by the entire set was
uniquely lue to the mat:hing variable. The unique contribution was taken to be
the change in multiple R squared (adiusted for the number of variables in the
equation) due to the mat:hing variable when it was entered seperately as the
last variable in the regression equation. For example, instructor ratings of
Enthusiasm alone were able to explain 23% (before correcting for unreliability)

of the variance in student ratings of Enthusiasm (See Table 5) . The entire set
of 9 instructor ratings was able to explain 24% of the variance in student

ratings of enthusiasm--an addition of only 1%. Furthermore, most of the var-
iance that could be explained by the entire set of nine variables was uniguely

due to the matching variable (18% of the 24%). Averaged across all nine student
rating fa:tors, the matching instructor rating variable alone could explain 14%
of the variance in student ratings, while the entire set of nine instructor

ratings could explain 17X--an addition of only 3%. Furthermore, 13% of this 17'
was uniguely due to the matching variable alone. Consequently, little
variance in student ratings that was explained by student-instructor

15
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agreement on the same factor could be predicted by any of the other eight

instructor rating factors (1% of the 14%).

The results of the first stage of multiple regression analyses has

implicaLions of particular interest to this study. Most importantly,

virtually none of the variance in student ratings that could he explained

by instructor ratings on the same factor could be explained by any of the

other instructor ratings; only 1% of the 14%. This finling offers strong

support for the conclusion that student-instructor agreement on each

particular factor was distinct from agreement on other factors. It also

argues for the importance of using multifactor evaluation instruments that

have been developed with factor analytic techniques.

The second stage in the multiple regression analysis was to predict

each student rating with the eight other student ratings and the one

matching instructor rating, and to predict each instructor rating with the

other eight instructor ratings and the one matching stulent rating. For

each of these 18 regressions, the unique contribution of the matching factor

was determined as described in the first stage. This analysis was directed

to the issu3 of a halo effect. Specifically, how much variance in student

ratings could be explain31 by the remaining eight student factors, how

much additional variance could he explained by the rating of the same variable

by instrultors, and how much of the variance in student ratings that was

attributable to student-instructor agreement on the same factor could also be

explained by other student factors? Averaged across all nine factors for all

courses the other student rating factors explained 39% of the variance and the

matching instructor self-rating uniquely accounted for an additional 8%.

This suggests that there is considerable covariation among the student

rating factors beyond, that which can be explained by either

stulent-instructor agreement on the same rating factors or even the

relationship between each student rating factor and the entire set

. of instructor self rating factors (the analysis performed in stage one of

the multiple regression analysis). The same conclusion does not hold for

the instructor self ratings, on the average, covariation among the instructor

self ratings factors accounted for only 10% of the variance within the factors,

and the matching student rating factor uniquely contributed an additional
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12% to the total variance that could be explained. These findings show that tot

the student rattngs there is the possibility of a substantial halo effect,

but that there is little indication of a halo effect in instructor self

ratings.

Tha same multiple regression analyses were performed on each of the
three sets 3f classes separately (See Table 5). The findings of each of

these separate analyses were similar to those reported for all classes.

In each of the three set of classes, student-instructor agreement on the

same evalustion factor was reasonably distinctive from agreement on other

factors, sni most of the variance in the student ratings that could be

explained by the entire set of instructor ratings was uniquely due to the

student-instructor agreement on the same factors. Furthermore, there was

evidence suggesting a halo effect in each set of student ratings, but little

hal3 effect in any of the instructor ratings. Covariation among student

ratings for courses taught by teaching assistants was somewhat larger than

in other -courses, but more of this covariation was explicable in terms 3f

covariation among instructor ratings as well.

Tnsert Table,5 About Here

Across all nine evaluation factors student-instructor agieement was

generally high, but the extent of the agreement did vary considerably. In

particular, except for graduate level courses, there was lower agreement on

the Examinations/Grading factor. Factor analyses of the student and instructor

ratings (Sea Table 2) indicated that the dimension was well defined, and its

reliability was comparable to the other factors(See Table 4). Examination of

agreement on individual items (See Appendix VII) suggests the lack of good

agreement was consistent across each of the three items designed to measure

the factor, but was particularly marked for the item flmethods of evaluating

student work were fair and appropriate", the correlation for this item was

the lowest of the 35 items and the only one that failed to reach statistical

significance. Furthermore, the difference between mean instructor and mean

student ratinginstructor ratings were about one-quarter of a category higher

on a five-point response scale--was also one of largest for any of the 35
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individual itemu. Differences ranged from +0.37 (higher student ratings on the
item "Instructo enhanced presentations with the use of humor") to -0.27 (higher
instructor ratings on the item "methods of evaluating student work were fair and
appropriate") ; instructor self ratings were significantly higher on 6 items and
significantly lower on 10 items.

The lack of good egreement on the Examinations/Gtading factor is
difficult to interpret. Results of the factor analysis and the factor's
reliability both suggest that the factor is "real", and intuitively it would
Seem to be au important aspect of teaching. Perhaps, instructors lust have
no basis for assessing the quality of their examinations, and the student
rati.ngs might be valid even though they do not acc,:ee with instructor self

ratings. In fact, other research has shown this factor to be valid when
the validity criterion was objective student learning (Frey, 1973; Overall
Marsh, 1978) or student disposition towards further stuAy and applicatiod of

the course eontent(Overall & Marsh, 1978). However, the lack of convergent
validity demonstrated in this study also has implications for the discussion
of divergent validity as well. Each of the guidelines proposed by Campbell
and Fisk(1959) involves a comparison between a convergent validity coefficient
and some other correlation coeffiCient. If the convergent validity Lir a

factor is low, the factor will automatically fail the divergent validity
tests. Any correlation between this factor and other factors will appear te
be halo effect. In particular, comparisons involving the

Examinations/1rading faetors most frequently failed the divergent validity

tests and contributed to the conclusion that there was a halo effect present.
This was true in spite of the fact that other sources suggest that at least the
student ratings of this factor may be more valid than suggested by the lack of

agreement with instructor self ratings.

In summary, several different approaches have supported both the convergent
and at least one aspect of divergent validity of the teacher evaluations.

The coavergent validity of the teacher evaluationsagreement between student
and instructor ratings on the same factors--was consistently demonstrated for

each of the nine factors considered across all courses combined and within each
of the three sets of courses considered separately. Student-instructor
agreement on the same factor was shorn to be independent of agreement on
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different factors and could not be explained in terms of a generalir.ed

evaluation factor that was common to both student and instructor ratings,

thus illustrating one aspect of divergent validity. Tha question of a halo

effect, particularly among the student ratings, was more complicated. The

similarity of the pattern of relationships among student ratings and the

corresponiing pattern among instructor ratings implies that some of the

covariation among factors represents true relationships among the underlying

dimensions. Pact of the elevated correlations among student ratings as

compared to instructor ratings was a function of the higher reliabilities

of the student ratings. Furthermore, some of the apparent halo effect among

stuient ratings may also be a function of a lack of validity in the instructor

ratings; particularly with the Examination/grading factor. However, there was

still a strong indication that there might also be soae halo effect underlying

the student ratings, though probably not the instructor ratings. The

existence of some halo effect in the student ratings, if it does exist, does not

undermine either the convergent validity of die teacher evaluations or the

specificity of the student-instructor agreement on diffarent factors.

DISCUSSION

Tnstructors evaluated tha effectiitenss of their own teaching and were

evaluated by their students ou the same 35 item evaluation fora in a total

of 331 different courses. The study included undergraduate and graduate

level courses taught by faculty and undergraduate courses taught: by

teaching assistants. In spite of faculty scepticism concerning the validity

of student ratings and their belief that many sources oE poteitial bias do

substantially impa:t the ratings, there was good student-instructor agreement.

Separate factor analyses of student and instructor self ratings both resulted in

the same set of nine evaluation factors that had been previously identified.

This suggests that similar dimensions underlie both student and instructor

evaluations. Correlations between students and instructor on the same factors

were generally high (median r = .45) and always statistiaally significant, whilp

correlations between student and instLuctor ratings on different factors teaded

to be low (median r = .00) and generally did not reach statistical significance.

This argues for the validity of the ratings in general, and for the

distinctiveness of the different factors. While the validity coefficients

were slightly lower for graduate level courses--median r = .39 as opposed to
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.41 and .46 for undergraduate courses taught by faculty and teaching assistants

respectively--the general conclusions based upon the entire set of courses were

also true for each of the three sets of classes considered separately. Ihis

offers evidence fur the validity of student ratings at all levels of university
teaching.

Several alternative approaches vere used to explore both the c4nvergent

and divergent validity of the teacher evaluations. Convergent validity, that

which is typically determined, refers to the relationship between student and

instructor ratings on the same evaluation factor. The results of the stndy

offered clear support for the convergent validity of teacher evaluations.

Divergent or discriminant validity was assessed by seeking the answers

to two related questions. First, is the student-instruztor agreement on the

same evaluation factors spe:ific to that factor, or can it explained in terms

of a generalizel agreement common to all the different factors?

Second, are the correlations between the different factors as evaluated by

faculty and students indicative of a halo effect, or do they represent true

relationships among the underlying dimensions? The answer to the first

question das quite clear; student-instructor agreement on the sane evaluation

factors was specific and distinctive from other factors. While correlations

between student and instructor ratings on the same factors were uniformly high,

correlations between their ratings on different faCors were genc4rally low.

Furthermore, virtually none of the variance in student ratings that could be

explained by student-instr=tor agreement on the same factors could be explained

by instructor ratings on any of the other eight factors.

The question of a halo effect vas soaewhat more complicated.

Correlations among the different student factors (median r = .33) were

definitely lower than the raliabilities of their ratings (median r = .94),

but were higher than those among instructor self-ratings (median r = .09).

Part of this could be explained in terms of the lower reliability of the

instructor self ratings (median r = .82), and some of it could be explained

in terms of a true relationship underlying se,e of the factors

indpendent of the methol of collection. Furthermore, for ratings of

Examinations/3rading in particular, a possible lack of validity in the

instructor ratings would give the appearance of an inflated halo effect in the

stud-Pt ratings, even though alternative criteria have supported the validity of
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student ratings for this factor. However, the results still suggest that

there was at least some halo effect in the student ratings. There MdS

little evidence for any halo effect in the instructor self ratings.

rhree previous studies most comparable to this investigation reparted

convergent validity coefficients of .47 (Doyle and Crichton), .62 (Webb and

Nolan, 1955) anl 49 (Marsh, Overall and Kesler, 1979). Two of these studies

(Doyle & Crichton, 1978; Marsh, Overall & Kesler, 1979) also consdiered the

divergent validity of tha teacher evaluations. Doyle and Crichton found little

support far the discriminant validity of the ratings, but their study was based

upon correlations among only 10 different sections, and they considered ratings

of individual items rather than evaluation factors. In the Narsh, Overall,

and Kesler study, there was good support for both the convergent validity

and the divergent validity of the student ratings. The results of the-present

study provide a strong replication of this previous finling.

Many researchers (e.g., Whitely & Doyle, 1978; Marsh, 1V78; Beatty

Mareh, 1975; Frey, Leonard & Beatty, 1975; Finkbeiner, Lathrop &

Schulerger, 1971; Hildebrand, Wilson & Dienst, 1971; Bendig, 1954)

have used facter analytic techniques to identify distinct dimensions

that underlie student ratings of teaching quality. Frey(1978) recently

argued for the existence of two distinct factors which he labeled as

"pedagogical skill" and "rapport". He demonstrated that his skill factor vas

more reliable and more closely related tc objective student learning, while his

rapport factor was correlated eith class size and expected grade. While Frey's

study (1978) did not demonstrate that there were only two factors (his factor

factor analysis was based upon only seven items and several of these had

substantial loadings on both hts factors) , it convincingly showed that

different components of the student ratings have quite different meanings.

Overall and Marsh(1978) alse found that some evaluation components (e.g.,

Tnstuctor Enthusiasm and Overall Instructor Rating) were more closely related to

objective student learning, while others (e.g., Learning/Value 6 Overall Course

Rating) were more closely related to student disposition towards further study

and application of the course content. Other findings presented in Appendix VII

of the present study shov that for both student and instructor ratings, student'

prior subject interest was more highly correlated with Learniug/Value
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than with other factors. Similarly, course enrollment was highly

correlated with quAlity of Group Interaction, but not with other factors (also

see Marsh, Overall 6 Kesler, 1979b).

The studies above each argue for distinctive interpretations of the

meaning of different student evaluation factors. Yet, in spite of this

growing evidence to the contrary, some users of student evaluations--students,

faculty, administrators, and even researchers--continue to assume that all

the useful information can be obtained from a single rating or simple average

of ratings. The findings of this study offer dramatic evidence that this

is not so, and argue for the distinctiveness of the different evaluation

factors. 'Student-instructor agreement on each of the nine evaluation factors

was independent of their agreement on the other factors. While there was some

evidence for a generalized factor within the student ratings, perhaps indicatiwv

of 30me halo effect, it did not contribute to the specific student-instructor

agreement on the same factors. In fact, correlations between student and

instructor ratings on different factors were generally quite low. This

con.:lusion srques for the use of multifactor evaluation instruments that have

been carefully r:onstructel with the use of factor analytic procedures.

Students' evaluations of teaching effectiveness will not be useful unless

faculty and administrators are convinced of their worth. While researchers

have delonstrated their reliability, validity, and relative lack of bias,

many faculty remain sceptical. This scep:icism, whether lustified or not,

will continue to undermine the value of the student ratings until they have beer

validated against criteria that are acceptable to most faculty. In the present

investigation, student ratings were validated against instructor self

evaluations of their own teaching effectiveness. This criterion, besides

being acceptable to most faculty, has two distinct advantages. First, it

can be applies to all levels of instruction; student ratings were successfully

validated against instructor self evaluations in graduate level courses

and courses taught by teaching assistants as well as undergraduate

caurses taught by faculty. Second, instructors can be asked to evaluate

their teaching along the same dimensions employed on the student rating

form; in the present study it was shown that student-instructor agreement an

any one factor was independent of agreement on other factors. In summary, the

findings of this investigation establish the validity of student ratings at all

levels of postsecondary education, demonstrate the importance of the distinctiw(

evaluation factors, and should also be helpful in overcoming faculty

reservations about the usefulness of student ratings.
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TABLE 1

raculty Attitudes Toward Students' Evaluations of Teaching Effectiveness

nuall of teaching, whether determined by students'
evalna ions or other methods, sbould,be given more
emphas s in making promotional decision3.

Students' evaluations represent accurate assessments
of instructional quality.

Students' evaluations provide information which is
potentially useful for the improvement of the
course and/or quality of teaching.

Students' evaluations actually have been useful
to you for the improvement of a course and/or
quality of teaching.

Students' evaluations should be made.available to
students for use in course selection.

Colleague evaluation of course materials,
as a measure of quality teaching, shogld be given
careful consideration in promotional decisions.

rlassroom visitation evaluations by colleagues, as
one measure of quality teaching, should be given
careful consideration in promotional decisions.

Tnstructor Self-Evaluation, as one measure of
quality teaching, should be given careful consider- 32%
ation in proaotional decisions.

POTeNTrkL BTAsrS TN STUDENTS' EVaLUATIOVS: Critics of students' evalgations suggest that some
variables unrelated to quality ot teaching say have a significant intluence on the

ratings. Below is a list of some potential biases and the percentage of
instructors who believed that each influenced ratings.

RESPONDING
DISAgREE
(1-3)

8%

25%

4%

19%

33%

RESPONDING
NEUTRAL

(4-5)

33%

37%

16%

30%

35%

37%

RESPOND/NG
AGREE
(7-9)

59%

38%

80%

59%

52%

445;

30%

27%

MEAN
RESPONSE

6.3

5.2

5.7

4.9

4.7

b8% Grading Leniency 62%
(Lots of "A's")

55% :lass Size/Enrollm3nt 23%

55% reguired vs. Elective 53%

60% :oursa Workload 15%

72% Course Difficulty 20%

16% In.,tructor's Academic/ 351
Research Prestige

Student Interest In 28% Instructor's Appearance
Subject Before Course

Coucse Level (upper
division vs. lower)

Students' Scholastic
Ability Measured by GPA

% Fro'sh 6 Soph Students
in the Class

Instructor's Age

Student's Prior Knowle4ge
of Course Content

15% Instructor's sex

8% Instructor's rank

63% Instructor's Popularity

28% % of Students Majoring
in A Department

NOTE: Only faculty responses were included in this table. Attitudes expressed by teaching
assistants to the first 9 items were similar to those of faculty except that they
expressed even stronger agreement vitt% the statement endorsing the importance of soue
nr,III1r.r, or -c+4.yl tPaf7hinq hpinq oiven.more emphasin in promotionil de^istons. 6
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TABLE 3
Multitreit-Multimethod Metrlso Correlations Between Student and Faculty Self Evaluetions In All 331 Courses

INSTRUCTCO SELF -EVAIJUATION FACTORS
INSTRUCTOR SEW 4EARN EMU ORGAN MOW INDIV BROTH EXAMS AS1O11 IIRNJO
EVAIMATION FACTORS

LIEARNIND/VINVE (83)

ENTHUSIASM 29

ORGANIZATION 12

GROUP INTERACTION 01

INDIVIDUAL' RAPPORT -07

IMAM 13

EXAMINATIONS -01

ASSIGNMENTS 24

W06J410/DIFFICUUTY 03

(82)

01

03

-01

12

08

-01

-01

(74)

-15

07

13

26

17

12

(90)

02

11

09

05

09

(82)

-01

15

22

06

(84)

20

09

-04

(76)

22

09

470)

21 (70)

INSTRIXTOR stur-EvAIWATION FACTORS STWENT EVALIUATION FACTORSSTUDENT bEARN EMTWU ORGAN DROOP 1NDIV BROTH EXAMS ASION NNW bEARN ENTHU ORGAN GROUP 1NDIV BROTH EXAMS ASION IRMOEVAIJUATION FACTORS

bEARNINO/VAbLE

ENTHUSIASM

ORGANIZATION

GROUP INTERACTION

INDIVIDLAb RAPPORT

IREADTH

EXAMINATIONS

ASSIOAMENTS

WORAbO/DIFFICUUTY

(46)

21

17

19

03

26

18

20

-06

10

(54)

13

05

03

15

09

03

-03

41

-04

(30)

-20

-05

09

01

02

04

08

-01

-03

(52)

13

00

-01

09

00

-12

-01

04

00

4281

-14

06

-01

03

09

-01

07

-02

-19

(42)

-09

04

-03

44

03

09

-14

-03

00

(17)

-01

12

08

49

00

-04

-02

09

42

(45)

22

02

-09

-05

-08

00

02

-06

12

(69)

(95)

45

52

37

22

49

48

52

06

(96)

49

30

35

34

42

21

02

(93)

21 .

33

56

57

34

-05

(98)

42

17

34

AO

-05

(96)

15

50

29

08

(94)

33

40

18

(93)

42

-02

(92)

20 (87)

NOTE1 Valves in the diegonals of filo upper left and lower right matrices, the two triangular
natrloaas

(coefficient alpha) coefficients (See Ala, at. al., 1977). Values In the diagonal of lower left
ere convergent validity coefficients that have been corrected foe wnrellabllity according to the
Tbe nine uncorrected validity coefficients, starting with bearning would be .41, .48, .25, .46,
All correlation ooefficieets are presented without decimal point. Correlations greeter then .10

ere reliability
matrix, the square matrix,
Spearman Brown equation.
.25, .37, .13, .36, 11 .54.

are statistically significant.



TABJE 4

REUIABIUITY AND CONVERGENT YAUIDITY OF STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR SEUF RATINGS: SEPARATE ANAUYSES
FOR UNDERGRADUATE COURSES TAUGHT BY FACUUTY (UF--183 CUASSES), GRADUATE UEVEU COURSES TAUGHT BY
FACUUTY (GF--45 CUASSES), UNDERGRADUATE COURSES TAUGHT BY TEACHING ASSISTANTS (TA--103 CUASSES),

AND COMBINED DATA FOR AUU COURSES (COM8--331 CUASSES)

EVAUUATION FACTORS

REUIABIUITY COEFFICIENTS
INSTRUCTOR SEUF-RATINGS STUDENT RATINGS
UF GF TA COMB UF GF TA COMB

VAUIDITY CCEFFICIENTS

UF GF TA COMB

UEARNING/VAUUE .80 .87 .82 .83 .95 .96 .94 .95 .41 .20 .46 .46

INSTR ENTHUSIASM .83 .83 .82 .82 .97 .97 ..97 .96 .48 .60 .62 .54

ORGANIZATION .79 .78 .59 .74 .93 .95 .93 .93 .28 .41 .31 .30

GROUP INTERACTION .88 .83 .94 .90 .98 .98 .97 .98 .54 .46 .39 .52

INDIVIDUAU RAPPORT .82 .81 .83 .82 .96 .97 .95 .96 .17 .31 .52 .28

BREADTH OF COVERAGE .79 .72 .87 .84 .91 .96 .94 .94 .43 .06 .37 .42

EXAMS/GRADING .77 .74 .76 .76 .93 .90 .94 .93 .15 .39 .15 .17

VAUUE OF ASSIGNMENTS .77 .64 .50 .70 .92 .94 .88 .92 .33 .20 .74 .45

WORKLOAD/DIFFICWTY .67 .71 .72 .70 .87 .89 .88 .87 .69 .63 .69 .69

MEDIAN VAUUE ACROSS
AUU FACTORS .79 .78 .82 .82 .93 .96 .94 .94 .41 .39 .46 .45

OVERAUU RATINGS
(SINGUE ITEMS)

OVERALU COURSE .27 .17 .17 .26

OVERAUU INSTRUCTOR .36 .20 .24 .33

NOTE: REUIABIUITY ESTIMATES, COEFFICIENT AUPHAS (SEE NIE, ET. AU., 1977) WERE BASED UPON THE _

CORREUATIONS AMONG ITEMS IN THE SAME FACTOR AND COUUD NOT BE COMPUTED FCR THE SINGUE ITEMS.
VAUIDITY COEFFICIENTS FOR THE FACTOR SCORES WERE CCRRECTED FOR UNREUIABIUITY WITH THE
SPEARMAN BROWN EQUATION. VAUIDITY COEFFICIENTS FOR THE TWO SINGUE ITEMS WERE NOT
CORRECTED SINCE NO REUIABIUITY ESTIMATES WERE AVAIUABUE. IT SHOUUD BE NOTED THAT
THE VAUIDITY Cf THE TWO SINGUE ITEMS, THE OVERAUU RATINGS, WERE UOWER THAN THE
MEDIAN VAUIDITY COEFICIENTS OF THE FACTORS EVEN WHEN NOT CORRECTED FOR UNREUIABIUITY.
THIS IS PROBABUY DUE TO THE FACT THAT INDIVIDUAU ITEMS TEND TO HAVE bOWER
RFUIABIUITIES THAN DO FACTOR SCORES THAT ARE BASED UPON SEVERAU ITEMS.

9 q
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TAME 5

muitIple Regression Anelysls of Hive/gent and Divergemt Validity( Separate Analyses Fcw Undergraduate Courses
Taught By Faculty (11F-.-1113 Clases1, Graduate Uevel Courses Taught By Feculty(Gf-, -45 Classes), Undergraduate
Courses Taught ly Teaching Assistants (TA. .10) classes) and Combined Deta For All Courses (Cceb ..331 Classes)

REUIABIUITY
CoeffIclantS

2
r wIth MetchIng
1NSTR Self Reting

STUDENT
EVP4UATION FACTORS (if OF TA COMB LC OF TA COMB

UEARNING/VAME 99 96 94 95 12$ 03% 16% 16%

1NSTR ENTHUSIASM 97 93 97 96 16% 29% XI% 23%

ORGANIZATION 93 95 93 93 06% 13% 06% 06%

GROUP INTERACTION 96 9$ 97 911 25% 17% Id% 20%

1N0IVI0UAb RAPPORT 1.4 97 95 96 02% 07% 21% 06%

BREADTH OF COVERAGE 91 96 94 94 13% 00% 10$ 14%

EXAMS/GRAD1NG 93 90 94 93 02% 10$ 02% 02%

VALIVE OF ASSIGNMENTS 92 94 68 92 08% 02$ 24% 13$

aoakkoa0/01FFlotkry 67 69 88 67 26% 25% 30% 29%

MEAN NW 9 FACTORS 94 94 93 94 . 13% 12% 17% 14%

2
REWABIIJITY r with Matching
Coefficients STINT Rating

INSTRUCTOR SPJF
EVNJUATION FACTORS UF Gi TA COMB

UEARNING/VNJUE

INSTR ENTHuSIASM

ORGANIZATION

GROUP INTERACTION

itiCIVIDUAb RAPPORT

SO 87 82 63

63 83 82 82

79 78 59 73

88 83 94 90

82 81 83 82

Ur OF TA COM

13% 03% 16% 17%

18% 29% 30% 23%

06% 13% 06% 06%

25% 17% 14% 21%

02% 07% 21% 06%

BREADTH OF COVERAGE 79 72 87 84 13% 00% 11% 14%

EXAMS/GRADING 77 73 76 76 02% 10% 02% 02%

mu( or ASSIGNMENTS 77 64 50 70 011$ 02% 24% 13%

wORNUOAD/DIFFICUUTY 67 71 72 70 28$ 25% 30% 29%

mmmmm

NEAR A44 9 FACTORS 79 77 76 79 13% 10 16% 14%

2

Suit R with 1
- -Match!ng INSTR

--Ali Other INSTR

(Unique 'sr Dve To
Metchlng Rating)
LF GI TA COMB

2
Mult R with i
Matching 114'1
- -All Other STUNT

(Unique Ver Due To
Notching RatIng)
11 OF 'A COMB

2

Mull R WITH 1
14atchIng INSTR
All C/her INSTR

- -All Other STONT

(Unique Vor Clue To
Matching Rating)

UF Of TA COMO

12% 02% 17% 16% 52% 45% 59% 53% 53% 61% 61% 54%
(09% 00% 17% 13%) (04% 00% 01% 03%) (05% 001 03% 09%)

23% 26% 30 24% 46% 99$ 58% 50% 52% 61% 14% 53%
(14% 26% 10 10) (13% 20% 10 16%) (17% 21% is% 17%)

05% 17% 09% 08% 60% 55% 69% 59% 52% 53% 66% 61;
(03% 17% 03% 05%) (03% 06% 04% 05%) (03% 12% 04% 05%)

30% 32% 24% 27% 45% 29% 43% 42$ 45% 37% 49% 49%
(D% is% 09% 20%) 120% 06% 09% 15%) (16% 03% 10% 15%)

07% 00% 27% 11% 391 291 50% 40$ 41% 25% 521 41%
(04% 00% 15% 07%) 103% 03% 04% 040 (04$ 02$ OM
15% 00% 11% 16% 52% 45% 46% 50% 415 58% 499 53%

110 00% 0% 11%) 110% 00% 10% 10%1 (11% 00% 10 10%)

os% II% 15% 07% 521 50% 59% 50% 54% 46% 56% 53%
(02% 06% 03% 03%) (03% 21% 00% 02$) (04% 24% 00% 04%)

II% 00% 29% 14% 41% 48i 46% 45% 42% 5011 46% 46%
(06% 00% 15% 10%) 105% 04% 10 06%) (07% 01% 14% 10)

26% 16% 44% 30 33% 49% 51% 35% 35% 56% 53% 38%
(26% 16% 18% 25%) (25% 35% 17% 250 (20% 57% 17% 13%)

15% 12% 24% 17% 47% 45% 52% 47$ 46% 50% 55% 49%
(10% 09% 12% 13%) (09% 11% 099 08%) (10% 13% 09% 09%)

2

'quit R with t
Matching STONY
Ail Other SAT

(Unique Var Due To
Matching Rating)

OF TA COMB

1i% 00% 22% 17%
(117% 00% 01% 06%)

18% 28% 33% 25%
(its% 28% 20 25%)

13% (4% 06% 14%
(07% 14% 06% 10%)

33% 10$ 16% 23%
(231 06% 12% 20%)

06% 15% 22% 10%
(04% 04$ 07% 05%)

23% 00% 29% 21%
(15% 00% 13% 16%)

175 505 13% 07%
(05 29% 01% 04%)

12% 20% 32$ 18%
(06% 06% 22% 12%)

27% 45% 31% 29% ,

(27% 56% 24% 26%)

18% 18% 23% 18%

2

Null R with
- -Matching sTrut

--All Other likSTR

(Unique Vor Due To
Matching Rating)
(1 Gf TA COMB

25% 36% 34% 27%
(08% 00% is% 10)

23% 33% 30% 26%
114$ 25% 20% 16%)

20% 48% 06% 16%
(02% 17% 04% 05%)

26% 34% 26% 20
(22% 14% 06% 20%)

II% 21% 17% 12%

104% 04% 17% 07%)

22% 02$ 26% 17%
(11% 00% 03% 11%)

10 lo% 26% 165
(02% 06% 42% 03$)

33% 27% 20% 26%
(05% 00 17% up

31% 23% 25% 30%
124% 20% 25% 25%)

23% 26% 23% 22%
(12% 10 13$ (4%) (lot 10% 12% 120 (13% 15% 13$ 14%)

2
Mult R WITH i
--matching gTost

- -Ail Other.STONT

--Ail Other INSTR
(UnIqUE VAR Due To
Matching RatIng)

25% 33% 35% 31%
(Oa 00% 04$ 08%)

26% 34% 41% 31$
(19% 33% 23% 24%)

22% 525 14% 215
(06% 12% 06% 10)

35% 321 16% 28%
(22% 07% 10 20%)

20% 27% 22% 16%
(06% 02% 07% 06%)

29% 06% 38% 27%
(17% 00% 12% 16$)

28% Sh% 41% 235
(07% 28% 00% 070

35% $0 34% 32%
(08% 01% 22% 12%)

28% 61% 27$ 30%
(23% 53% 27% 25%)

27% $6% 32% 27%

....hellability estimates, coeffIclent alphas (see Nle, et. 21., 1977) were based upon the correlatIons
among items within the same factor.

0These ere simple blvarlate correlations(uncorrected for unrellabIllty) thet have been squared

cMUltiple correlatIon coefficients were computed by entering each set of Items simultaneouslycorrecting for the
number of variables In the regression equationand then entering the one "matching verlabIev on the last step tc
determlne the proportion of variance that can be uniquely explelned by it. If R squared or the change In R squared
vas negatIve (due to the adjustment for the number of variables In the equatlon) It was consldered to be xero,and the change In h squared on the next step was the dIfference from zero. In some Instances there was evIdenceof suppresslon In that the change In R squared was larger than the contribution of a variable by Itself, and
the standardised bete weights were lerger than the simple correlations.

3 0
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eil'N' UCrow EVALUATION SERVICES ....
AS A DESCRIPTION OF THIS COURSE/INSTRUCTOR, THIS STATEMENT IS: pVtoRyR (MOO

RATE 0000 GOVErC 7"MId LeCTNHE WU REsPoNse Fos EACH OF THE FOLLOWING IITATImeNrs LEAVING A RESPONSE FRANK ONLY), ly is cLEARLy NOT RELIVANT)

1 LEARNING: YOU POUNO THE COURSE ierrauiscruALLv CHILL11140140 AND STIMULATING a.1. .a .. a .. *. .* . --
1 9 .. V. MP .

2 YOU HAVE LEARNED SOMETHING WHICH YOU CONSIDER VALUABLE :1' .. a * .. zdt * --
....

3 YouR INTEREST IN THE SULECT HAS INCREASED AS A CONSEQUEICE OF THIS 00URSE :4: .. 2. .. . .. * . . 6. .
MIMI

4 YOu HAVE LEARNED AND UNDERSTOOD THE SUBJECT MATERIALS IN THIS COURSE "Iv . 2. .. a .. 4. .5. .....
....

:, 5 ENTHUSIASM: INSTRUCTOR WAS ENTHUSIASTIC MOUT TEACHING THE Cams' rein . * .. * .. * . 5 .IMIO

MN=

a':4'

'4' 4
. *S

. '0'

NUMYEAR IN SCHOOL 11 MESH. El SOPH 9) JR. 4) sit Row. =1:: :3: :3: :4: :5:

.

11 5 STUDENTS WERE ENCOURAGED TO ASK QUESTIONS II WERE GIVEN kW/010FM MOWERS :4:. .* .. * .. * .. * a
am.

16 STUDENTS WERE ENCOuRAGED TO EXPRESS THEIR OWN IDEAS AND/OR QUESTION THE INSTRUCTOR :1: .. .. 3 ** '5' -......
117 INDIVIDUAL RAPPORT: INSTIRUCTOR WAS PRIENOLT TOWARDS INDIVIDUAL rucerre :iv: :3: z3: r*: :5: -- -
18 INSTRUCTOR MADE STUDENTS FEEL WELCOME IN SEEKING HELP/ADVICE IN Of1 OUTSIDE OF CLASS :1: .. 4 4 .. ** '0' ......

t1 2 INSTRUCTOR HAD A GENUINE INTEREST IN INDIVIDUAL. STUDENTS 4 .
. .5. a

IIIMM

20 INSTRUCTOR WAS ADEOUAT E L4 ACCESSIBLE TO STUDENTS DURING OFFICE HOURS OR AFTER CLASS 2:1:: :a. .. 4 .. :4' '3' am.

01 BREADTH: INSTRUCTOR CONTRASTED THE IMPUCATIONS OF VARIOUS THEORIES zir: :3: :3 . :a*: :5: .
....-

22 INSTRUCTOR PRESENTED THE BACKGROuND OR ORIGIN OF IDEAS/CONCEPTS DEVELOPED IN CLASS :1: .. 2. . * .. *. .1*. ....
......

123 INSTRUCTOR PRESENTED POINTS OF VIEW OTHER TmAN HI5/141111 OVT, WHEN APPROPRIATE :.1:: :3: .73 . zalt: :5: a- -
24 INSTRUCTOR ADEMATELY DISCUSSED CuRRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN TmE FIELD :4: .. 2 .. . .. *. 5. ...

.....
3 EXAMINATIONS: FEEDSACK ON EXAMINATIONS/GRADED MATERIALS WAS VALUABLE :0: *** '3 .. * * a

....
26 METHODS OF EVALUATING STUDENT WORK WERE FAIR AND APPROpRIATE '1' .. 4 .. 3 .. ut. '5' =MN

MIMI

127 EXAMINATIONS/GRADED MATERLALS TESTED COURSE CONTENT AS EMPHASIZED BY THE INSTRUCTCR :0.: r.:. :3: tat: :0:
.

am.
- -

28 ASSIGNMENTS: REouIRED READINGStTEXTS WERE VALUABLE :1: .3. 3 . * 5' .SIMI

109
1 ..

READINGS. HOMEWORK ITC CONTRIBUTED TO APPRECIATION AND UNDERSTANDINO OP SUBJECT : . n1:" '0' -3 - -2*- -0- ......

.......30 OVERALL: HOW DOES THIS COURSE COMPARE WITH OTHER COURSES YOu HAVE HAD AT USC/ .4.. .. 2. .. 3 .. 2*. 5
1....

III HOW DOES THIS INSTRUCTOR COMPARE WITH OTHER INSTRUCTURS YOU HAVE HAD AT UGC? :0: 0 3 * * am.am.
MEMSTUDENT AND COURSE CHARACTERISTICS (LEAVE BLANK IF NO RESPONSE APPLIES)
11111M

:4:: :3.: :3: rst: :-5:1b2 COURSE DIFFICULTY. RELATIVE TO OTHER COURSES, WAS (1-VERY EASY... S-MEDIUM ...IIpVERY HARM a
IIINIM

33 COuRSE vouRKLOAD. RELATIVE TO OTHER COURSES. WAS liVERY LIGHT... 3-MEDIUM . ErVERY HEAVY) -1' 4 3 :4"5' .- -
134 CIDURSIE PACE WAS 0400 BLOW- &ABOUT MKT.- 11400 FAST)

...
.4: 0 0 * * .....

am.
35 HOURS/WEEK REQUIRED OUTSIDE OFCLASS 11 0 TO 2. 21 2 TO E. 3) 5 TO 7. 4) 8 TO 12. 5) OVER 12 2:1:: :3: :3 .. Alt: :5: MIMI

:.. . * .. * . 3Ik it.
MEMO

I" LEVEL OF INTEREST IN THE sum= PRIOR TO THIS COURSE II-VERY LOW... &MEDIUM ... II-VERY HIGH) a
NUM

37 OVERALL GPA AT uSC II BELOW 2 5 2) 25 TO 3 0 3) 3 0 TO 34. 4) 34 TO 3 7. 5) ABOVE 3 2
LEAVE BLANK IF NoT YET ESTABLISHED AT USC

...1. . 2. .. 3 .. *. .4. a
EXPECTED GRADE IN THE COURSE (1-P. 21.0. 34. 14. II-A) :ET:: Mr: .:' 4r: :::ft: 01

39 REAS014 FOR TAKING THE COURSE 11MAJOR REOLARE 2-MAJOR ELECTIVE 3-GENERAL ED REQUIRE .
4-MINOR/RELATED FIELD 5-GENERAL INTEREST ONLY) SELECT THE Qta wHICH IS BEST

....i. .. 2 .. a .. .4. .5.
.1...

IMMO

41 mAJOR DEPARTMENT 11 gOC SCl/COMM . 2) NAT Sci/mATm. 3) HUMANITIES. 4) BUSINESS. 51 EDUCATION. .. .* .. ..
SI ENGINEERING. n KAP ARTS. IN PUB AFFAIRS. SLOTHER. 101 UNDECLARED/UNDECIDED NUM

:5: .. .. . 111

NUMYEAR IN SCHOOL 11 MESH. El SOPH 9) JR. 4) sit Row. =1:: :3: :3: :4: :5:

SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS USE RESPONSES BELOW FOR INSTRUCTOR'S QUESTIONS)
42 -1.. -2. .3- '4" '0' 47 ::1:* "2* '3' :** 52 -1:. :s. -S: -3- 57 2
43 -1- 3 4- -s 48 :1:- -3- :4- -5: 53 -1- 3 -*- 58 -21:: *
44 -:1: 3 :4' it' 49 :I: 3 4- -3: 54 :2 3: -3- 59 2 4
45 -1:- a 4 * 50 :1: s 4 '4: 55 4 ut 11:' 60 3
46 "1:- 2- '3 -4' 'a- 51 s 4- -3: 56 * *- -*- 61 -1- 3 4

0 1976 HERBERT W MARSH. OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL STUDIES, UNIVERSITY Of gOuTFIERN CALIFORNIA. LA 9000

IMMO

41 mAJOR DEPARTMENT 11 gOC SCl/COMM . 2) NAT Sci/mATm. 3) HUMANITIES. 4) BUSINESS. 51 EDUCATION. .. .* .. ..
SI ENGINEERING. n KAP ARTS. IN PUB AFFAIRS. SLOTHER. 101 UNDECLARED/UNDECIDED NUM

:5: .. .. . 111

SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS USE RESPONSES BELOW FOR INSTRUCTOR'S QUESTIONS)
42 -1.. -2. .3- '4" '0' 47 ::1:* "2* '3' :** 52 -1:. :s. -S: -3- 57 2
43 -1- 3 4- -s 48 :1:- -3- :4- -5: 53 -1- 3 -*- 58 -21:: *
44 -:1: 3 :4' it' 49 :I: 3 4- -3: 54 :2 3: -3- 59 2 4
45 -1:- a 4 * 50 :1: s 4 '4: 55 4 ut 11:' 60 3
46 "1:- 2- '3 -4' 'a- 51 s 4- -3: 56 * *- -*- 61 -1- 3 4

0 1976 HERBERT W MARSH. OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL STUDIES, UNIVERSITY Of gOuTFIERN CALIFORNIA. LA 9000
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A55i1011 II.

lector *WW1 of !Rodent 1valoalino Instrw000t 111+311 Clots kora, 4espeose3 )

factor Patters loadioo.

Iveloat.i.on (tool Iparopnrasedl

I. 1I4ON1ii4V21.14

Ntoo

Iomosed Wpm' OS t001 Coosontience 3.11
teemed Swath 1no Nilo Nis 4.1$
tearoed A Understood Subject Matter 4.01
041411i1 COUISI MIK 3.03
Ioteiiectss11, Ch.11oopingi$116.1atIne 3.00

II. 11114614SM
&pogo 6 lariat!. 3.14

Imhoncod olth Prow 3.0
0e1d poor Interest 3.66
IntnosiatIc about twigs 4.14
111144ll INS1114104 MIN 3.17

III. ONA11241101
iloteriais linefeed 6 fropleiNd 3.10
InItructee 1.pl000lisos Clear 3.10
tectores fecItitated Mete liking 3.11
NJettioes stated A messed 3.94

IV. COUP InINACTION
Studeols shored Ifte.24n8w1000 4 0/
trAvvroged to Participate 4.03
incodroled to tmorroll Own Ideas 4.09
fool...god to %esti'. 6 4Ioen Antoort 4.04

V. Militia" NAOMI
Or1comed %Moo me1p2ANIce 4.13
imierested In individual %Indents 42
Accessible to Stodonts 3 11
frleodip isoords Studeot. 4.20

Vt. MANN le (01I0454
Preseoted Ilectoround of Concepts 3.17
Contrasted Inp1Iratieros 1.94

Prolonged IIforpot Polols of 4 03
Pd forroot 00.010110Phli 4.14

VII. (IAMINAIIDOS
UFO NoltoMh folrfArpreprIoto 3 40
IosIod Leiwl toolool 3 61
I. feedback VoIoobIe

VIII. A341601413
loadinopolfestValoobIe
Costriinged to Understanding

IA. 44.11I4e1Oi11it44./4

0..41.44 Ilient.Mpeop)
OiffIceIty flase.Mordl
Minos tot of Class
Poo Ilse SIon-foo fest)

3.6/

3.71

3.06

3.3?

3 4S
2.61
3.09

Staftdard

Oesiatloo I II III IV

1.0
4.40
0.41
0.6.
0.64

61
$1

53

:
1

4.65 se
0.65 01

4.67 14

0.0 14
0.63 14

0.34 11

0.34 II

4.67 04
0.13 10

.41 SO

.00 11

.55 06

... 01

.34 01

.57 04

.16 -01

.41 00

.44 11

.49 06

.44 0
.41

.34 03
.5$ 01
.61 43

.19 -01

.34 09

.61 II

.31 -07

.61 11

.39 -09

14 -01 N
41 II I/

I )

4/ Of
I, 19

OS

6/ 16 00
63 86 04
44 11 0/

43 IS 10

-04 20 01
11 17 14

411 $1 .11
.10 41 04

.....

II -01 II

11 03 10
1/ 04 13

13 I? 68

14 OS 06
II 04 If

C4 03 01

-8 11 14

15 I/ 41

10 03 Of

9 I; 11

04 02 OS
02 10 02
OS 01 II

-14 01 00
II 04 14

01 ft C4
Of 00 -01

13 -10 01

II II -10

V VI VII VIII 11

11 09 OS If MI
Am 1M II II 11

01 .09 10 11 ./1
OS Of t11 I/ III
41 14 II 13 31

06 09
01 C4

0
Of 11 ::

02 01 03 II II

13 14 13 OP 06

If II 11 0 OS

Of 14 14 II 44
03 11 11 OS .17

06 1, 44 II *43
0 11 14 11 44

Of 04 Of el OS
Of 00 44 Of OS
16 Of II 0 10

16 0/ 11 OP .01

121 -01 10 43 .41

LII -06 14 43 40
14 II4 le

OS Of 11 411

14 61 II 20 04

03
60 11 It -13

Of I? 12 -06

16 OS
04 09 14 .04

16 -08 Of 0

04 II 411 44
41 01 14 03

01 40 40 se
-01 11 so
10 Of 419 11

-OS 11 14 01

1..fetIoo A044111 NOS OWN, ( Ietee) eith the Rote vector...v.0 (Ili, et. al. 117.)

2-41rst no oleroosIori Wre 19 4, I J. 2.3. I . 1 2. 1.0. ?fi. 64. .0
1.40,1914S1.0. Ntoren factors reword Inns r...01 to r a/ (ModIam re PI)
4..Aii goo. @(ept Ohrtlood/OlffltwIle wort, aoswerod 3.polot mount@ ttlIo (litre Pr., ).MlItrate.S./ely.411). 541,4004/188144141
11014 verINI so S-peint rolpoote stale will pod.heihtt *tete' the meets 0.0 te I. 7. J. W4 Ft %0 4.4.er lij.
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APPENDIX 11%

RELIABILITY

AN)VA Reliability EstivateS For
Class! Averages liesed Upon
Different Numbers of ReSPonsea

n 50 no

.83 .91 .96

.86 .92 .96

.85 .92 .95

.89 .94 .96

.90 .9F .97

1. LEARNING/VALUE
E 10 15

Increased Interest as Course Consequence .52 .69 .77
Learned Something Valuable .55 .71 .78
Learned 6 Understood Subject Matter .50 .67 .78
OVERALL COURSE RATING .62 .76 .83
Intellectually Challenging/Stimulating .64 .78 .84

U. ENTHUSIASM
Oynamic i Energetic .70 .83 .88
Enhanced with Humor .69 .81 .87
Held Your Interest .67 .80 .86
Enthusiastic About Teaching .66 .79 .85
OVERALL INSTRUCTOR RATING .66 .30 .85

III. ORGANIZATION
Materials Prepared 6 Explained ..611 .74 .81
Instructor Explanations Clear .60 .75 .82
Lectures Facilitated Note Teeing .60 .75 .82
Objectives Stated and Pursued .51 .68 .76

IV. GROUP INTERACTION
Students Shared Ideas/Knowledge .64 .78 .84
Encouraged to Participate .65 .79 .85
Encouraged to Express Own Ideas .61 .F6 .82
Encouraged to Question 6 Given Anrwers .60 .75 .82

V. INDIVIDUAL RAPPORT
Welcomed Seeking Help/Advice .57 .72 .80
Interested in Individual Students .57 .73 .80
Accessible to Students .52 .69 .77
Friendly Toward Students .57 .73 .80

VI. BREADTH OF OVERAGE
Presented Background of Concepts .55 .71 .78
Contrasted Implications .52 .69 .77
Presented Oifferent Points of View .50 .67 .75
Discussed Current Developments .56 .71 .79

VIi. EXAMINATIONS

Evaluation Methods Fair/Appropriate
.58 .74 .81Tested Actual Lontent
.58 .74 .81Exam Feedback Valuable .4 .74 .81

VIII. ASSIGNMENTS

Readings/Text Valuable
.63 .77. .84Contributed to Understanding
.50 .67 .75

WORKLOAD/DIFFICUtTY
Workload (Light-Heavy)

.6D .75 .82Difficulty (Easy-Hard)

.52 .69 .77Hours Out of Class

.56 .71 .78Pace (Too Slow-Too Fast)

.36 .62 .62

MEDIAN RELIABILITY
.i.§1 .74 .81

.92 .96 .94

.92 .96 .98

.91 .96 .97

.91 .95 .97

.91 .95 ,97

.88 .93 .97

.88 .94 .97

.88 .94 .97

.84 .91 .97

.90 .9b .97
.90 .95 .97
.89 .94 .97
.88 .94 .97

.87 .93 .96

.87 .93 .96

.85 .92 .96

.87 .93 .$6

.86 .92 .96

.85 .92 .96

.83 .91 .95

.86 .94 .91

.88 .93 .97

.88 .93 .97

.88 .94 .97

.90 .94 .97

.83 .91 .95

.88 .94 .97

.85 .92 .97

.86 .92 .96

.73 .86 .92

Coefficient Alpha2
Risliability Estimates

of Factor Sorts

.95

.97

.93

.98

.95

.93

.94

.90

.88

A. AL/ 42.1. Ji

1--Anova Reliability estimates were obtained by taking 10.responses from each of 387 courses in whichat least 15 students responded. A one-way Anova was performed in which the courses served as levels.The reliability estimate for 10 responses was computed by subtracting the reciprocal of the F-Ratiofrom 1.u. The other estimates were generated with the Spearman-8room equation. This procedure isdescrioed in Winer (1971), Marsh (1976) and Contra (1973).

2--Coefficient Alphas were computed with Method 2 described by Nil, it. al. (1977).

.

TWQ types of reliability are presented above. The Anova reliability estimates measure the relative consistencywithin each class relative to the differences between different classes. The principle source of errormeasured by this technique is the diversity of student opinion within the courses. It should be noted thatthis is a more stringent criteria than would be measured by assessing the reliability of individual responseS.Using the Spearman-Brown equation, the median reliability for a sample sire of one would be r .22. However,using a test-retest procedure over a three year interval, Overall
and Marsh (1978) found tnat rellabilitiesof the responses of individual students were generally over .50.

.Tne coefficient alpha reliability is based upon the degree of
intercorrelation among the items defining eachfactor. This value will also vary with the number of responses. The average number of responses in the511 courses used in this analysis was 26.7. (Avg. Enrollment was 34.56, Avg. Response Rate was 775). Themedian reliability of the factor scores is substantially higher than the median reliability of individualitems used upon 4 comparable number of responses. This is due, at least in part, to the greater reliabilisyof away/rage.



Appendlif IVe
CONVERGENT AN, DISCRIMINANT VO4,101"11 asstojeloon KNEIN inneuraR sitar4vo8auelats AIC snow tvxluelows FOR

AbLi UNDERGRADUATE OWL CCLGSIS TALGHT IV 'AMITY (M8163 CURSES)

INSTRUCT, SELF
1VNJUAT t4 AMOS

GiARNING/VAIWE

ENTHUSIASM

ORGAMIZATICN

IMP INTERACTION

INDIVIDUAL, RAPPORT

BREADTH

IXAMINATICNS

ASSIGNMENTS

WORN6D/0IFFICUITY

WARN ENTMJ ORGAN mow INDIV MOTH EXAMS ASION ONO

32 1831

II 03 4791

04 -02 -21 ($6)

03 *09 16 *02 1621

.08 OS 26 -OS 07 1791

03 00 23 -04 20 20 (77)

23 00 29 09 31 16 .t 4771

07 03 15 -09 10 -06 21 21 (671

IMSTRUCTCA SEUF-EVAUUATICN FACTORS STLINNT EVAIJUATION FACTCQS
ETWIEW UEARN ENTHU ORGAN GROUP INDIV ORM EXAMS ASION MOW LAMM ENTHU ORGAN GRCUP INDIV BROTH EXAMS AEIGN WINLO
IVAIWATION FACTOAS

biARNIMG/V4iAlf

ENTHUSIASM

ORGANIZATION

IMP INTERACTION

INDIVIDUAL' *AMOR'

IREAOTN

IXAMIN4T10NS

ASSIONMENTS

0.1110/DIFFICUITV

141)

23

17

17

07

10

14

17

-03

12

4481

11

0$

02

09

09

03

-04

02

-07

4261

.23

-08

13

-03

06

03

10

-09

-16

(SC

10

-06

-OS

10

03

-11

47

03

-12

(17)

-15

-OS

-14

00

-06

-06

06

-19

-20

(43)

15

05

00

-06

23

04

-20

06

04

(15)

06

21

07

-11

07

46

-12

04

-01

(33)

15

06

01

01

-03

04

02

05

12

169/

(9).

51

51

56

23

40

90

49

20

(97)

46

33

35

33

36

25

OS

(93)

15

35

61

56

43

01

196/

39

14

30

26

04

196/

13

53

24

06

(91)

32

45

IS

1931

46

04

1921

23 167)

NOTE: Values In the diagonals of the upper left end lover right atrices, the too triangular etricoll, ere rllabIllty
(coefficient elphe) coefficients (See Nis, et. el., 19771. Values In the dlegcmai of lower left strlx, the square atrix,
are convergent validity coeffIcients that have been corrected far enrallabllity according to the Speareen tram aqua/Ion.
Thi nihe uncorrected valldIty coefficients, starting wIth beernIng mulct be .36, .43, .24, .90, .15, .36, .13, .26, & .53.
All correlatIon coeffIclents are presented without deolael point. CerreietIons greater than .169 are statistIt...Ify Significant.
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Appendix IVb
CCNVERGENT ANO DISCRIMINANT VAJIDITY: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INSTAuCTOR SELF-EVAijuATIONS Ale STUDENT EVALUATIONS FORNJU GRADUATE UEVE4 COURSES TAUGHT BY FACULTY OW* COURSESI

1NSTRUCTCO SELF-EVNAUATION FACTORS
INSTRUCTOR SELF LEARN ENTHU ORGAN GROUP INDIV BRIM EXAMS ASIGN 10140
EVALUATION FACTORS

bEARNINO/VAGUE ($7)

ENTHUSIASM 10

ORGANIZATION 40

OROUP INTERACTION -15

INDIVIDUAL RAPPORT -32

SWAM -20

EXAMINATIONS 10

ASSIGNMENTS 46

110140(60/01FFICUUTY 08

(83)

06

-30

22

412

20

23

00

(76)

.34

01

05

37

19

33

(53)

16

34

-II

09

-11

1811

26

09

16

03

(72)

13

04

04

(74)

16

07

(64)

26 (71)

INiTRUCTOR SELF-EVALUATION FACTORS
STUDENT EVALUATION FACTCASSTUMM' LEARN ENTW COGAN GROUP 1NDIV BROTH EXAMS ASIGN WRICIO IJEARN ENTHU ORGAN GROUP INOI: BROTH EXAMS AS1GN WRICA1EVALUATION FACTORS

bEARRINWVALUE 1201

ENTHUSIASM 10

ORGANIZATION II

GROUP INTERACTION -10

INDIVIDUAL RAPPORT 09

IREADTH 20

EXAMINATIONS 10

ASSIGNMENTS -02

VOROW/DIFFICUJTV 15

07

(60)

12

43

05

-01

02

12

05

08

07

(41)

-30

-06

05

20

-03

II

00

.02

02

(46)

06

14

20

24

-09

-17

16

05

02

(31)

-03

23

70

05

05

-06

09

-04

.09

(06)

.44

02

14

-07

09

01

-34

-16

-17

(391

-13

17

01

14

41

*36

.16

19

11

(ra)

26

..30

-27

-22

-29

-14

-20

-12

-12

1631

(96)

55

57

II

29

50

43

65

11

(97)

56

41

35

58

42

56

21

(95)

10

22

59

54

47

17

(98)

J)5

24

19

24

-21

(97)

36

40

36

09

(96)

48

36

40

1901

48

21

(94)

07 1893
NOTE: Volv s In the diagonals of the upper left and lower right matrices, the two triangular matrices, are rellabIllty(coefficient alpha) coeffIcients (See Nle, et. al., 1977). Values In the dlogonol of lower left matrix, the square matrix,41 convergent validity coofficlents

that have been corrected for urreliabillty according to the Spearman 8rown quation.11te nine uncorrected validity
coeffIclonts, &forting with UeernIng would be .16, .54, .35, .41, .27, .05, .32, .15, .50.All correlation coefficients are presented without decimal v:Int.

Correlations greater than .29 ere statistically sIgnIficant.

3
_
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Appendix IVC '

CONVERGENT ANO DISCRIMINANT E4.11DITY: CORRNATIONS BETWEEN INSTRUCTOR SPJF-EVAIJUATIONS AND STUDENT EVAIJUATIONS FOR
AUL UNDERGRADUATE WIEL COURSES TAUGHT BY TEACHING ASSISTANTS (N.103 COURSES)

INSTRUCT( R SNP-EVALUATION FACTORS
INSTRUCTOR SEV LEARN ENTHU ORGAN GROUP INOIV BROTH EXAMS ASIGN WRWJO
EVALUATION FACTORS

1JEARNING/VNJUE (82)

ENTHUSIASM 27

ORGANIZATION .04

GROUP INTERACTION 02

INDIVIDUAL RAPPORT -06

OREADTH 35

EXAMINATIONS -11

ASSIGNM(NTS 06

WORICO/DIFFICILT/ 20

(82)

.06

22

05

21

19

*15

.14

(59)

07

-09

06

27

-04

.03

(04)

05

31

43

-06

.11

(83)

-16

09

15

06

(87)

23

-18

.18

(76)

-06

.10

(50)

II (72)

INSTRUCTOR SNF-EVAIJUATION FACTORS
STUDENT LEARN ENTHU ORCAN GROUP INDIV BROTH ExAMS ASIGN ARNJO
EVIeJOATION FACTORS

14ARNING/VALUE (46) -02 -04 08 -03 14 07 -11 -15

ENTHUSIASM 24 (61) 00 11 02 13 36 -16 -25

ORGANIZATION 22 17 (31) 14 04 14 22 -14 -07.

GROUP INTERACTION 28 08 -02 (39) 25 23 17 -02 -18

IMDIVIDOAu RAPPORT 06 07 08 18 (52) -19 18 22 -01

BREADTH 28 24 12 08 -08 (37) -02 -07 -12

EXAMiNATIONS 29 13 05 -04 15 00 (15) -13 -22

ASSIGNMENTS 15 -13 06 -05 32 -17 -06 (74) 04

WORICA/DIFFICUJTY -41 -11 09 -04 15 -32 -10 28 (69)

STUDENT EVAUUATION FACTORS
LEARN ENTHU ORGAN GROUP INDIV BROTH EXAMS ASIGN WRO.10

(94)

57 (97)

63 54 (93)

44 37 41 (97)

23 36 38 45 (95)

43 39 60 12 18 (94)

56 52 63 45, 49 38 (94)

32 -07 17 19 39 11 31 (88)

47 -26 30 -30 11 -16 36 04 (84)

MOTE: Values In the dlegonal4 of the upper lett And lower right matrices, the tro triangular matrices, are rellabIllty
(coefficient alpha) coeffIcients (See Nle, et. al., 1977). Values In the diagonal of lower lft matrix, the square matrix,
are convergent validity coefficients that have Peen ccerseted for unrellabillty according to the Spearman Brown equation.
The nine uncorrected validity coefficients, starting with 1.(earning would be .40, .55, .23, .37, .46, .33, .13, .49, & .55.
All correlation coefficients are presented without decimal point. Correlations greater than .19 are statistically significant.
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INSTRUCTOR SELF EVALUATInNS 33

Apeendlx V
Absolvte end ReltIve Agreement Between Student IveleatlOns of TeachIng(STO) end the corresponding Instroctor Self

liveluetIOns(INSli N0 531 clesses..113 undergraduate courses taught by faculty, 45 groduats level
cmurSes taught by faculty, and 103 undergraduate courses taught by teachlng assistants

EvalyetIon items (paraphrased)

UFARNING/VAUUE

Undergrad Faculty
STO FAC DIFF CORA

Graduate Faculty
STO FAC DIFF CORA

Undergred TA°1
STD FAC DIFF CORR

Ali Coursos Comb
$TO FAC 01FF CORA

00UrSe CnelleesIng/StimUleting 4.1 3.9 .19" .3200 4.2 4.0 .2700 .31" 3.7 3.3 .4461 .31" 480 3.7 .27" .3900Isearned somethIng valuable 4.2 4.0 .16" .1611 4.4 4.2 .17 .10 3.9 3.6 .30" .2800 4.1 3.9 .20" .2600increased Subject Interest 4.0 3.9 .05 .23" 4.2 4.1 .16 .13 3.6 3.6 .04 .35" 3.9 3.8 .07 .30"Ueerned/Understood Subject Matte 4.0 3.7 .27" .32" 4.2 3.8 .38" .11 3.8 3.5 .36" .43" 4.0 3.6 .31" .35°°0VERAU6 COURSE RATING 3.9 3.9 .02 .27" 4.2 3.9 .25 .17 3.6 3.5 .10 170 3.6 3.4 .04 .26"
11 ENTHUSIASM
Enthusiastic .bout teoching 4.2 4.2 .05 .26" 4.1 4.2 .11 .09 4.1 4.0 .12 .2900 4.2 4.1 .08 .27"Dynamic I EnerystIc 3.S 3.9 .13 .22" 4.1 3.8 .32" .45" 3.9 3.7 .170 .55" 3.9 3.6 .11° .35"Enhanced Presentations with Humor LIS 5.4 .44" .3146 4.1 3.5 .65" .6766 3.7 3.5 .13 .49" 3.6 3.4 .3766 .3966Teaching Style Held Your interest 3.7 3.7 .00 .25" 3.9 3.7 .23 .16 3.6 3.5 .11 .29" 3.7 3.6 .06 .25"OVERAUU INSTRICTOR RATING 4.0 4.0 .05 .3600 4.3 4.0 .260 .19 3.9 3.7 .200 .240 4.0 3.9 .13° .33"
111 ORGANIEATION
Instri.ctor ExplanatIons Clear 3.9 3.9 .01 .22" 4.1 3.9 .19 .14 3.9 3.9 .00 .00 3.9 3.9 .03 .1300Course Materlals Prepared I Clear 4.0 4.0 -.04 .19" 4.1 3.8 .3011 .22 3.9 3.9 -.03 .38" 3.9 1.9 6..01 .2466Objectives Stated 4 Pormed 4.0 4.1 -.09 .02 4.1 4.0 .09 .276 3.9 4.0 66.11 .14 4.0 4.0 .07 .106Uectures Facilitated Not? Taxing 3.6 3.6 .180 .216° 4.5 4.4 .06 .266 3.6 3.6 .05 .40" 3.4 3.6 .19" .2466
1V OROUP INTEAAOTION
Encouraged Class Discussions 4.1 4.2 -.09 .39" 4.4 4.3 .04 .296 4.0 4.2 -.16 .15 4.1 4.2 6..09 .32"Students Shared Ideas/Knowledge 4.1 4.0 .0f .39" 4.5 4.2 .23 .37" 4.0 4.0 .00 .43 4.1 4.1 .06 .409.Encouraged Questions I Answers 4.1 4.2 -.09 .23" 1.4 4.4 .02 .13 4.0 4.2 -.15 .25" 4.1 4.2 -..09 .24"Encouraged Expression f ideas 4.1 4.1 66.02 .26" 4.4 4.2 .18 .270 4.1 4.1 -.02 .39" 4.1 4.1 .00 .30"

INDIVIOUNU RAPPORT
Friendly Towards Students 4.2 4.3 -.11 .2200 4.4 4.4 .02 .276 4.3 4.3 .02 .3561 4.3 4.3 6..05 .2560Welcomed Seeklng Welp/AdvIcr 4.1 4.3 -.160 .05 4.3 4.3 .03 .19 4.2 4.4 -.23" .48" 4.2 4.3 -.15" .18"interested In Individual Students 4.0 4.3 -.27" .26" 4.3 4.4 -04 .340 4.0 4.3 -.33" .38" 4.0 4.3 -..2766 .31°6Accessible to individual Students 4.0 4.1 -.06" .2100 4.3 4.1 .19 .01 4.0 4.3 ...2966 .32" 4.1 4.2 -.10°0 .19"
VI BREADTH OF COVERAGE
Contrasted Impilcations 4.1 3.9 .12 .356° 4.2 4.0 .20 .06 3.6 3.4 .3400 .2766 4.0 3.6 .20" .35"Gave Background of Ideas/Concepts 4.1 4.0 .09 .19" 4.1 4.1 .03 .20 3.7 3.4 .3566 .32" '4.0 5.8 .16" .31"Gave Different Points of View 4.1 4.1 .03 .140 4.2 3.9 .32 .05 3.9 3.8 .10 .16 4.1 4.0 .001: .16"Discussed Current Developments 4.1 4.2 -.06 .16" 4.3 4.2 .09 .32° 3.7 3.4 .26" .36" 4.1 4.0 .06 .39"
VII EXAMINATIONS/GRADING
Exemlnation Feedback Valuable 3.6 3.7 -.06 .1800 3.9 3.7 .19 .35°6 3.6 3.6 .6.04 .04 3.7 3.7 -.02 .18"Eva! Methods Fair/Approprlate 3.8 4.2 -.38" .01 4.2 4.1 .05 .03 3.8 4.0 -.21" .14 3.9 4.1 -.27" .05Tested Emphasized Course Content 3.9 4.2 -.27" .140 4.1 3.9 .19 .24 3.9 4.1 -.180 .11 3.9 4.1 -.18" .14"
VIII Asslomn(es
ReadIngs/TeAts Valuable 3.8 4.0 -.12 .27" 4.2 4.2 .04 .11 3.7 3.7 -.04 .5100 3.8 3.9 -.07 .34"Added to Course Understanding 3.9 4.0 -.04 .28" 4.3 4.2 .13 .24 3.7 3.7 .02 .27" 3.9 3.9 -.02 .32°°
IX leCRKIJ0A0/0 IFF ICUI TV
Course Difficulty (Easy -Hard) 3.5 3.6 -.03 .35" 3.6 3.6 .02 .34 3.1 3.3 -.180 .4000 3.5 3.4 -.04 .410eCourse workload lUlght -Heavy) 3.4 3.4 .00 .50" 3.6 3.6 -.05 .45" 3.2 3.1 -.07 .48" 3.4 3.4 .03 .50"Course Pecs (Too Slow - Too Fast) 3.1 3.0 .09 .130 3.1 3.1 .02 .01 3.2 3.1 .140 .02 3.0 3.1 .09 .10'Hours/week OutsIdo of Class 2.7 2.9 -.2566 .3466 3.2 3.7 .50" .35" 2.5 2.6 6..10 .2466 2.7 2.9 -.2466 .4164

MEDIAN CCRREUATION FOR 35 mots .23 .22 .31 .30.110 O

P E .05, 0° p 1 .01

MOTE, Two-tailed statistical tests were used In determining absolute
agreement (mean differences filet 0100011r underthe columns labeled 00IFF") Cnce it was assumed that student ratings might be either higher or lover than theInstructor self svalustIons.

Ono talle statistical tests eere used to test relative agreement (the
correlations under the columns labeled °COM) since It woe assumed that the correlations would ell be posltvo.
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APPENDIX VI

CORRELATIONS 8ETWEEN STUDENT/INSTRUCTOR/COURSE CHARACTERISTICS AND STUDENT EVALUATIONA OF TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS (THE VALUES NOT
IN PARENTHESES), AND FACULTY SELF-EVALUATIONS OF THEIR OWN TEACHING (THE VALUES I ENTHESES). WO UNDERGRADUATE COURSES'.

STUDENT/COURSE/INSTRUCTOR BACK1R3UND VARIABLES

STUDENTS RATING "STUDENT'S PRIOR SUBJECT INTPEST"
(140W 5-HI3H)

FACULTY RATING "STUDENT'S PRIOR SUBJECT INTEREST"
(1-L0w s.HIGH)

STUDENTS RATING "COURSE WORKLOAD/DIFFICULTY"
(HIGHER SCORES DENOTE MORE DIFFICULT COURSES)

FACULTY RATING "COURSE WORKLOAD/DIFFICULTY"
(HIGHER SCORES DENOTE MORE DIFFICULT COURSES)

STUDENTS RATING "EXPECTED COURSE GRADE"
(1-F 5-A)

FACULTY RATING THEIR oGRADING LENIENCY"
(1-EASY/LENIENT GRA3ER....5-HARDISTRICT GRADER

EVALUATION FACTORS AND OVERALL SUMMARY ITEMS
OVER OVER

LEARN ENTHU ORGAN GROUP INDIV BRDTH EXAMS ASIGN WRKLD CRSE INSTR
41 25 08 30 16 07 15 22 20

( 22) ( 20) (-05) ( 23) (-12) (-10) (-19) (-00) C 00)

25 21 13 16 14 04 09 11 .04
( 38) ( 28) (-01) ( 08) ( 00) (-24) (-02) ( 11) ( 03)

20 08 01 04 06 18 04 23 100
(-03) (-04) ( 03) t 03) t 00) ( 00) t 21) ( 15) t 53)

Ob 02 01 -03 04 02 05 12 53
( 07) ( 03) ( 15) (-09) ( 10) (.0o) ( 21) ( 21) (100)

34 28
( 16) C 15)

25 22
( 29) ( 12)

26 16
t 17) t 09)

15 08
( 29) ( lol

28 , 20 05 38 16 01 26 24 -25 26 27
( ii) (.03) (.07) ( 17) (.10) (-11) (-11) C 02) (-19) (-01) ( 00)

.04 .10 -Oo 06 -08 -05 -05 -02 26 -06 -10
( 00) ( 04) ( 06) ( 10) ( 14) ( 06) ( 32) ( 19) ( 28) ( 14) ( 03)

STUDENTS "% INDICATING INTEREST AS REASON FOR TAK,NG CRSE" 06 10 10 .10 .10 21 03 14 12 29 26
(ACTUAA PERCENTAGE) ( 09) ( 06) ( 12) (-1.3) (-07) ( 10) ( 10) (-08) (-12) ( 18) ( 09)

"COURSE ENROLLMENT"
(ACTUAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED)

°PERCENT OF FRESHMEN 4 SOPHMORES IN CLASS"
(ACTUAL PERCENTAGE)

-24 -04 -13 -36 -21 -09 -22 -09 -07 -18 -20
(-02) ( 03) ( 10) (-43) (-17) (-03) (-03) (-11) (-04) (-04) (-09)

-21 .11 -05 -36 -19 -05 -13 -10 -10 .17 -19
(-12) (-03) C 15) (-27) ( 05) ( 04) ( Oo) (-01) ( 04) (-05) ( 00)

FACULTY "NUMBER OF TIMES HAVE TAUGHT THIS COURSE" -04 06 10 -15 00 05 -09 -11 00 -02 03
(ACTUAL NUMBER OF TIMES) ( 05) 1, 09) ( 20) (.19) ( 15) ( 11) (-03) ( 11) (-04) ( 03) ( 17)

FACULTY "YEARS TEACHING IN HIGHER EDUCATION" -08 -04 -06 00 13 04 -10 04 -02 -08 .01
(ACTUAL NUMBER OF YEARS) ( 09) (.10) ( 12) (-04) ( 12) ( 08) ( 04) ( 17) ( 00) ( 05) ( 05)

FACULTY RATING THEIR OWN "POPULARITY WITH STUDENTS"
(1-ExTREmELY UNPOPULAR....5-EXTREMELY POPULAR)

29 37 31 17 09 17 17 17 01 35 38
( 34) ( 37) ( 13) ( 07) (-01) ( 03) (-07) ( 05) ( 02) ( 32) ( 48)

FACULTY RATING SELF AS "TEACHER IN UNDERGRADUATE CLASSES" 31 42 30 -03 00 19 16 00 10 31 37
(1-wELL BELOW AV; 5-WELL ABOVE AvG) ( 30) ( 42) ( 40) (-12) ( 08) ( 04) ( 16) ( 13) (-05) C 25) ( 48)

FACULTY RATING "ENJOY TEACHING RELATIVE TO OTHER DUTIES" 25 34 12 22 33 00 20 09 03 29 32
(1-EXTRMLY UNENJOYABLE...5-ExTbiLy ENJOYABLE) ( 24) ( 39) ( 01) ( 10) ( 12) (-21) (-20) ( 03) (-03) C 15) ( 22)

FACULTY RATING " EASE OF.TEACHING THIS PARTICULAR COURSE" 07 -01 10 11 06 09 09 01 05 03 08
(I-VERY EASY 5.vERY DIFFICULT) (-12) (-16) (-07) ( 17) ( 12) ( 06) ( OS) ( 04) ( 17) (-14) (-10)

FACULTY RATING "SCHOLARLY PRODUCTION IN THEIR DISCIPLINE" 12 02 lb 04 OD 21 04 17 11 14 16
(1-wELL BELOW Av;....5-NELL ABOvE AVG) ( 28) ( 20) ( 40) ( 09) ( 111 ( 20) C 25) C 25) C 10) C 40) ( 41)

FACULTY RATING "STUDENT EVAL1 ARE ACCURATE ASSESSMENT OF 41 38 28 27 27 lo 24 16 09 42
TEAC4ING" (1-sTRONGLY DISWEE 4-STRONGLY A(REE) ( 17) ( 2o) ( 04) ( 00) ( 00) (-04) (-12) (-02) ( 04) ( 10) ( 26)

FACULTY RATIN; "STUUENT EvAL3 POTENTIALLY USEFUL FEED3AcK 27 34 14 29 27 05 18 08 -01 33 31
To FACULTY" (1-STRONGLY DISAGREE....4-5TRONGLY AGREE) ( 17) ( 22) ( 02) (-01) (-07) (-22) (-15) (-12) ( 07) ( 11) ( 15)

CORRELATION; EIFTWE!N STUDENT AND FA%;ULTy RATINGS 41 48 2b 68 17 43 15 33 69 27 30OF THE 3AmE EVALUATION SCORES

NOTE: EACH OF THE SET 0F 18 STUDENT/COURSE/INSTRUCTOR CHARACTERISTLCS WERE OBTAINED FROM THE STUDENT EVALUATION SURVEY FORM,
THE FACULTY SELF-EVALUATIOi. FoRm, OR THE REGISTRAR'S LISTING OF CLASSES. Vail OF THEIE VARIABLES 1043 THEN CORRELATED
wITH THE 11 EVALUATIONS OF TEACHIN1 EFrECTIVENESS (4 FACTOR SCORES AND THE Two OVERALL SUMMARY ITEMS), SEPARATE SETS OF
CONREFATIONS WERE COmPuTED FOR CLASS-AVERAGE STUDENT EVALUATIONS AND FACULTY SELF-EVALUATIONS (vALUEs IN pAREhTHESEs).

NOTE: CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS ARE PRESENTED WITHOUT DECIMAL POINTS. CORRK,.ATIONS GREATER THAN .15 ARE STATISTICALLY SIONIFICAN1
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